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COMMAND 

 

FROM THE COMMANDING OFFICER 

Adm. Linda Smith - Starfleet SFDPP Certified 

Happy Valentine’s Day! 

    There is so much to celebrate in February … Valentine’s Day for everyone and for 

Willy and me, we will be celebrating our 26th wedding anniversary. It’s a big deal to 

have been married a quarter of a century plus one. The time has really flown by but 

that’s what they say, time flies when you’re having fun … It’s been quite a trip and I 

can think of no one I’d rather have traveled this road with. There are so many 

memories … 

mailto:heimdalco@aol.com


 
    Way back a long time ago the USS Pathfinder in Roanoke was a new starship 

chapter and had been a Heimdal shuttle. The Pathfinder crew decided to throw a big 

party and invite the Heimdal and the crews of several other chapters that had been 

launched by us. They rented a huge athletic venue and a bunch of people were there.  

    In those days I was working in the OR at Lynchburg General Hospital and was ‘on 

call,’ working nights and evenings a lot and had a hard time getting off for parties 

and events, although I WAS off the night of the party. Because I couldn’t be at a lot 

of stuff and events, the Pathfinder crew scraped together enough money to purchase 

a Linda Substitute in the form of an ‘inflatable life-sized doll.’ They bought several 

outfits for her and when I couldn’t go to something because I was working, those 

whacky Pathfinder people would dress up the Linda Doll and take her with them as 

my proxy. Because I’d never actually SEEN her, they dressed her up and took her to 

the big Pathfinder party.  

    They brought the Linda  Doll to the party and someone found a canister of helium 

at the athletic venue where the party was being held. They let a lot of the air out of 

Linda D and replaced it with helium. With some air left inside and the weight of the 

doll, she never ‘launched skyward’ but did spend the evening kind of bouncing along at eye level. In the picture she had 

come to rest on some bar bells. Willy recently ran across this photo of her that I’m sharing because it’s just funny. 

    I know the Linda Doll may be a bit unusual but please look at her in the spirit in which she was intended. The memory 

and the photo are just too funny not to share as a Valentine’s Day remembrance. At the end of the evening, I was honored 

to have her as my proxy and remember laughing hysterically the first time I saw her … when she was even funnier filled 

with helium, carrying several balloons and floated up to me to be formally introduced. 

 

                              FROM THE OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

XO, Chief Science Officer, Adm. Willy Smith – Starfleet SFDPP Certified 

       January has been an eventful month that quickly passed and here I am again in February, 

sharing the things that many don’t see going on. 

     I’d like to thank everyone that sent me cards and messages of sympathy for the passing of my 

younger brother. He’s in a better place and I’ll see him again when my number pops up. 

   So, what does our XO do you might ask?  This past month was finishing off my part of the 

Region One awards nominations.  Darrell and Carl wrote the majority of CO of the Year award 

nomination (Linda can’t do that one) and I had to somehow add thirty words without changing 

the content or word count. To make this epic story shorter I had to call in a favor from Stephen 

King to help me slip those words in and then it 

was up to me to submit the completed project … 

done!  Now we wait and see if 3 department 

heads are better than one.  

     I lost count of how many awards nominations Linda did for our crew 

plus doing a church newsletter at the same time. It’s mind boggling! 

    So now there’s always something else that needs doing, such as trek 

stuff printed on paper bags for our Anniversary Party.  Gosh, it seems like I 

was just wearing a Beatle outfit that split down the back. This time if I 

have to buy a costume, I’ll buy from a country that has people my size and 

not one size fits most! 

   Last week it was my sister’s birthday and I wanted it to be special so I 

hired Donnie Osmond to sing a birthday song for her.  She was shocked 

and I even got a Donnie card for her.  Am I cool or what? 

   Valentine’s Day is right around the corner and last year I bought Linda 

24 roses and a real SILVER rose for our 25th (I was working then). I’ll bet 

she doesn’t get 24 THIS year.  Might buy some rose incense.  

   Okay I think I’ve hit the high spots.  My sister gave me movie tickets (yeah, her) and I wanted to go see Puss in Boots 

but Linda has her eye on the new Forrest Gump movie (Otto)… wonder which I’ll see first? 

 

 



 
FROM THE DESK OF THE SECOND OFFICER 

      RAdm. Carl Davis, 2nd Officer’s February 2023 Report     

    Once again time is moving at an accelerated rate as the first month of the year is already 

behind us. The new has worn off of our Christmas toys if we received any. Only one more full 

month of winter holds a threat of icy temperatures and so far, we’ve not faced having to clean 

up after a snow storm. This one is particularly good for me as we have nearly a half mile of 

drive way that can get semi treacherous when snow covered. 

    The big news at my house is the fiber optic internet service, Firefly is almost ready to hook 

up our service. We’ve been making do with satellite service that provides us with a whopping 

12mbps on a good day but often 

drops to 0.12 in the evenings after 

we have used our quota. Firefly 

promises 100mbps with no limits 

and we’ll be able to stream and maybe even subscribe to 

Paramount and catch up on all that has happened in the world of 

Trek. Finally, to move into the 21st century of technology. 

    If I fail to make next month’s report it might be a good idea to 

check and make sure I’m not still glued to the TV screen. What 

to watch first? I’m open for suggestions. See you next month! Maybe. 

 

MEETINGS AND COMMITMENTS 

 

FEBRUARY MEETING  

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND – HEIMDAL’S CHILI FEST’ AND MOVIE NIGHT 

    In January 2020 the Heimdal had her Annual Chili Fest’ and 

Movie night … not having a clue that would be our last one until 3 

years later, which will be THIS year on February 18, 2023. COVID 

came along and interrupted just about everything 3 years ago. But 

we’re back and looking forward to it. 

    We will be meeting in person at the Madison Heights Library 

beginning promptly at 6:30. We will also be on ZOOM. So, here’s 

the deal for those that haven’t been to a Heimdal Chili Fest’ and 

Movie Night or for those of us who have simply forgotten since it’s 

been such a long time: 

    So far three local people have volunteered to make pots of chili … 

Linda, Tammy (vegetarian) and Glenda. If anyone else wants to 

make a pot, that will be great. Everyone that isn’t bringing chili will 

bring all the stuff that goes with chili … crackers, cheese, sour cream … Bud has already volunteered to make corn bread, 

or as he calls it COAN Bread, which is the southern pronunciation. We can also use drinks, ice and some sort of dessert. I 

SO wish there were some way we could include our ZOOM members in the chili part of the evening. 

    We will have a brief meeting followed by the movie, Hidden Figures. Even if you’ve seen it, it will take on a special 

meaning since having Mary Hurst, who was a major consultant on the film, speak to us about that at our November 

meeting. 

    IMPORTANT: everyone will be responsible for his/her own GasX and Bean-O!!! 

    Tim will be our ZOOM Coordinator for the evening and here are the ZOOM 

coordinates: 

Tim Hazlett is inviting you to a scheduled Zoom meeting. 

Topic: Heimdal Starfleet Chapter Meeting 

Time: Feb 18, 2023 06:30 PM Eastern Time (US and Canada) 

Join Zoom Meeting 

https://zoom.us/j/9274947336 

Meeting ID: 927 494 7336 

Passcode: 273082 
One tap mobile 

Classic picture of Larry Rowland in his gas mask at the 

2015 Chili Fest’ 

https://zoom.us/j/9274947336


 
+13017158592,,9274947336#,,,,*273082# US (Washington DC) 

8558801246,,9274947336#,,,,*273082# US Toll-free 

Dial by your location 

+1 301 715 8592 US (Washington DC) 

855 880 1246 US Toll-free 

Meeting ID: 927 494 7336 

Passcode: 273082 

Find your local number: https://zoom.us/u/acC7yeT7hQ 

 

JANUARY MEETING 

Giv'n Her All She's Got! – Heimdal Engineering Presentation 

January 2023 Chapter Meeting of the USS Heimdal 

                                                          By Commander Bud Walker, Navigator 

    The Heimdal crew gathered at the Madison Heights Public Library (part of 

Amherst County Public Library system) and online via ZOOM for the 

January meeting. 

    Admiral Linda Smith convened the meeting and announced that the next 

chapter meeting would take place on February 18th and would feature a “Chili 

Fest’ and Movie Night. The movie “Hidden Figures” will be shown, and 

members are asked to contribute pots of chili and other food stuffs.  

    Admiral Smith announced that the 39th Anniversary Party will occur on 

April 15th at the Lynchburg Grand Hotel. The theme this year will be “Come 

as Your Favorite Star Trek Episode.” Individual cost will be $27.95, which 

is inclusive. Kids will be charged half price. The party will feature the same 

band as last year. Admiral Smith asks that everyone send her their head counts 

and money by April 3rd. 

    The following announcements were also made: 

• Amazon Smile Program is being discontinued due to lack of interest 

• The Heimdal received a 35-year longevity award from Starfleet 

• Three more members have volunteered for the advertising committee 

    Rear Admiral Carl Davis announced that the next Phaser Simulation will 

occur on February 26th with a backup snow date of March 5. 

    Commodore Tammy White briefly discussed safety issues within the 

community and urged everyone to be alert and cautious. 

    Admiral Smith then turned the meeting over to Captain Darrell Millner for 

a presentation from the Engineering Department. At the Captain’s direction, 

Commander Walker played a preprepared video, loosely themed as “A Day 

in the Life of a Heimdal Engineer.” 

    The video began with an introduction from Captain Millner, as Chief 

Engineer, who provided some background on his department and then 

explained that the video would feature presentations from several 

department members “in character.” 

Department members contributing to the video were Ensign Lyon Jody, Lt. 

Commander Kathy Whately (Communications), Captain Darrell Millner, 

Commander William Walker, and Lt. Commander Zak Lyon. There were a 

few brief cameos provided by Captain Montgomery Scott and several crew 

members of the USS Enterprise-D. Through the use of special effects, green 

screen and sound effects, a certain realism was achieved in the production of 

the video. 

    At the conclusion of the presentation, Commander Walker stated that he 

would provide a link to the video for everyone in the chapter. Admiral Smith 

suggested that the video be submitted for consideration in the Region One 

Video Contest for this year. 

https://zoom.us/u/acC7yeT7hQ


 
    With some concluding remarks from the Admiral Smith and other Command Staff members, the meeting was 

adjourned until February 18th. 

JANUARY MEETING – THE ZOOM PERSPECTIVE 

By Jody Lyon 

    The January 2023 Heimdal meeting was a special one for me. And 

as far as the ZOOM perspective, the program would have been 

impossible without it.  

    It was decided that the new year would start with a presentation by 

the Engineering Department. As a member of that department, I will 

leave it to others to speak to the quality of the program. I will speak to 

what it was like to prepare for the January Meeting.  

    CEO Millner had the idea to do a video which would show the rest 

of the Heimdal crew what it was like to be an engineer. We in the 

Engineering Department have developed personas who inhabit the 

decks of the Heimdal. We really enjoy incorporating these personalities 

into our monthly reports, newsletter articles and roleplay. And we 

hoped the audience would as well. We got together several times over 

ZOOM for planning and the program was designed, recorded, and presented using ZOOM.  

    For me, I wrote a script, located an appropriate green screen background, and followed directions (with a lot of 

assistance) to make a ZOOM recording of myself. All in one take. I am sure there could have been a good blooper reel 

using my attempts. Although I was initially quite nervous and self-conscious, with great editing by fellow engineer 

Commander Walker, I was comfortable with my final product.  

    When the parts were all assembled and viewed together at our last planning meeting, I was so impressed with what we 

had been able to achieve. We went from dream to reality – all over ZOOM. With this tool, we were able to easily work 

together even though hundreds of miles separated us.  

    After completing the program, our team was on a high and began brainstorming other ways to use similar videos and 

our new skills. I appreciate the opportunity this project afforded me to learn, be creative and just play. It reinforced for me 

that play is so good for us no matter your age. 

     Finally, on the night of the presentation, CEO Millner was on the road and was still able to facilitate until he had to 

hand it over to Chaplain Hazlett. Again, ZOOM to the rescue.  

    Now that we are experienced “film-makers,” perhaps we can do it again if, as Zak says “the word is given.” 

 

HEIMDAL’S 39TH ANNIVERSARY PARTY (IT’S A BIG DEAL!!!) 

    The Heimdal’s 39th Anniversary Celebration will be April 15 at the Lynchburg Grand Hotel. The 

theme (and costumes) will be Be Your Favorite Star Trek Episode (any series). The possibilities are 

ENDLESS and it’s going to be so much fun.  

    Arrival time is 5:30 p.m. for Meet and Greet and getting an original, hand painted (non-permanent) 

tattoo by artist, Niki Kessler. You’ll also be signing in, picking up your ticket for door prizes and your 

Party Favor bag, which has the usual, funny stuff inside. 

    Buffet dinner will be at approximately 6:30 and will cost $27.95 per person inclusive, which includes dinner, beverage 

(no soft drinks), dessert, tax and tip. Kids under 12 will eat for half price. That’s ALL you pay for this fun-filled evening. 

    There will be a Costume Contest with prizes for the BEST COSTUME and BEST RUNNER-UP COSTUME. You 

don’t HAVE to wear a costume but it’s much more fun if you do and is a chance to win prizes.  

     There will also be live entertainment 

     Start saving your money and set aside the date on your calendars. 

    I will be taking money for meals starting at the February meeting. If you 

plan to bring a guest, please include payment for the guests’ meal and include 

the number of people that will be in your party. 

    Payment for meals MUST BE IN TO ME NO LATER THAN APRIL 3 

AT 12 NOON. I have to give the hotel as close to 2 weeks’ notice of the 

number attending as possible. 

    This is a BIG DEAL party because it gives everyone a chance to enjoy a 

night of fun at very little cost that doesn’t include a meeting or asking anyone 

for auction donations. It doesn’t get any better than that. Excited about this!! 



 
HEIMDAL’S MAY 13 SCIENCE FICTION AUCTION – NOT SO FAR AWAY 

    We’re actually DOING this thing!!!! 

    The Heimdal’s first-ever and likely ONLY public science fiction 

auction will be May 13 beginning at 1 p.m. at the Lynchburg Grand 

Hotel and will end at 5 p.m. 

    Because we have several donations of Star Trek and s-f 

memorabilia we will be using those as auction items and NONE of 

us will have to go out and canvas anyone for donations. We already 

have them. 

    We will need people to work the auction wearing Star Trek and 

science fiction costumes. This will be fun for us and a lot of fun for 

our guests that should be people that are science fiction people and 

will enjoy the costumes. 

    Carl will be our auctioneer because he has probably way more 

experience than he wants doing that job. We will need people working the Welcome Table and various other jobs that we 

will include in the March newsletter. 

     Because this event will be here in no time, be thinking about volunteering to help, clearing your calendar so you CAN 

be there and what wonderful costume you will be wearing. WE get to bid on stuff, too. It’s going to be SO much fun. 

    On February 1 Bonnie, Carl, Willy and I spent 5 hours going through the donations and cataloging them. We aren’t 

finished yet and have a few more days work ahead. What a task! 

 

HEIMDAL PEOPLE 

 

STARFLEET ACADEMY GRADS AND RECOGNITION 

Congratulations to Zak and Bud (again) … Zak for passing another SFA course and Bud for 

receiving, in addition to other SFA grades, certification as Chief Security Officer, which 

means should he ever have an opportunity to apply for the position he is already certified. 

 

 

     Zak Lyon - A grade of DISTINCTION for ASTP 103 - Apollo-

Soyuz Program 3 from the School of IOSS - College of Spaceflight 

completed on Jan 23, 2023   

 

 

 

    Bud Walker -  Bridge Officer Certification – Chief Security Officer – January 23, 2023  

HONORS for COS 202 – Convention Security Officer on 01/10/2023 
HONORS for CSTG 101 – Basics of Strategy & Tactics on 01/10/2023 
DISTINCTION for CST 101 – General Security in Trek on 01/18/2023 
HONORS for CSTG 102 –Focus on Tactics on 01/18/2023 
DISTINCTION for CoPS 101 – Mirror Universe – ST:TOS on 01/18/2023 
DISTINCTION for CST 002 - Section 31 on 01/20/2023 
DISTINCTION for CST 003 - Federation Security on 01/22/2023 

DISTINCTION for SOC 1970B - Billy Crystal on 01/23/2023 
HONORS for SOE 101 - Definition and Means on 01/23/2023 
PASS for BMN 108 - Batman (1966) on Jan 24, 2023 
DISTINCTION for SOC 1970A - Chevy Chase on Jan 26, 2023. 
DISTINCTION for FT 107 - The Princess Bride on Jan 26, 2023. 
                                               

                                       
                                       



 
RENEWALS 

Welcome Home, Carlos!!! 

      A special THANK YOU to Carlos Neyre for coming back, renewing and staying with our 

Heimdal “family” for another year. We KNOW there’s a language barrier, which makes it 

even more special that you came back to continue your membership with the Heimdal. It 

wouldn’t have been the same without you, Carlos. 

     Our Membership Coordinator (one of the many hats he wears), Willy Smith sends out 

email reminders to everyone a month in advance of your renewal date. THANK YOU, Willy! 

And he will renew for you with the Heimdal’s PayPal account and you can pay us back if 

you’d rather do it that way. To pay the Heimdal back if we renew for you, please make 

your check out to Linda Smith and she will deposit it into the Heimdal’s account. We ask 

that you reimburse the Heimdal in no less than 60 days following your renewal. 

   XXX PLEASE NOTE: When Willy sends you your renewal reminder, he includes in 

that email your SCC number and instructions on how to renew through Starfleet’s web 

site, as well as your expiration date. 

   Remember, Starfleet suggests you renew a month before your expiration date so you won’t risk being removed from the 

Heimdal’s roster, which happens at the stroke of midnight on your expiration date if you haven’t renewed.  

    

Those needing to renew are:                                                                                   

        March – Kenny Proehl & Chris Thompson - March 4 

                       Cathy Fletcher – March 5 

                       Jonathan, Karen & Allen Hatter – March 7 

                       Dennis Henderson, Jennifer Long & Darrell Spencer – March 21 

                       Tammy White, Robin Hudson & Madison Litchford – March 23 
                         Kristina Contreras – March 31    

         April –  Paul Campbell – April 4 

                       Gary Burley – April 16 

                       Angie & Richard Arnold, Jonah Ryan – April 17 

                       Robert, Cindy & Kinsey Ward – April 18 

                       Weston & Sarah Webb -  April 18 

          May –  Paul Muse – May 10 

                       Bill Booker – May 18 

                       Mike Davis – May 21 

                       Bud Walker – May 31 

                                                  HEIMDAL STUFF 

 

SPACE CAMP WINNER AND HEIMDAL ARE FRONT PAGE NEWS! 

    A glance at the FRONT page of the Lynchburg News Advance newspaper on the 

morning of January 31 offered a HUGE surprise. There was a wonderful article about 

our latest Space Camp Contest winner, Sadie Tate and her winning the trip sponsored 

by Heimdal Science Fiction. Written by columnist and editor of the newspaper, Justin 

Faulconer, the article highlighted Sadie’s love for space that she inherited from her 

dad. 

    The eldest of 3 children, Sadie was the only one that shared her dad’s love of space, 

got up as early as 2 a.m. to go with him to stargaze and shared his passion. Following 

his untimely death in January 2020 when Sadie was only 10-years-old, continuing her 

love of space and space travel has kept the bond between them, even in his absence. 

This was also included in Sadie’s winning Space Camp essay. 

    The article was extremely complimentary to Heimdal Science Fiction, pointing out 

our non-profit status and the good things we do as a community-oriented organization.  

    If you didn’t see the article, I (Linda) have a copy of the newspaper that I will bring 

to the February meeting for anyone that wishes to read it. 

     Sadie will be taking her trip to Space Camp in June. We are so happy for her and 

wish we could go with her on this trip of a lifetime. 

Carlos 



 
HEIMDAL RECEIVES STARFLEET LONGEVITY AWARD 

On January 15 the Heimdal received an award from Starfleet in honor of our nearly 40 years 

of service within the organization. A certificate was also sent and best wishes from 

Commander Starfleet, David Nottage. Here is the email: 

    To: Commanding Officer Linda Smith, USS Heimdal 

    Fr: Chief of Membership Services STARFLEET, ADM Bran Stimpson 

          Linda Smith, I wish to personally congratulate you and the members of the USS 

Heimdal on your combined continuous service and dedication in maintaining your chapter, 

and your community, in STARFLEET over the years. Your efforts are an exemplary example 

of the community and comradery that makes STARFLEET what it is. 

          Please find attached the certificate(s) of Chapter Longevity for your chapter. 

    ADM Bran Stimpson 

    Chief of Membership Services - STARFLEET 

 

 AMAZON SMILE PROGRAM DISCONTINUED 

We received this information / notice from AmazonSmile in early January, 

which is very sad. A special THANK YOU to each of you that have been a 

part of the program, dedicating a portion of your Amazon purchase price to 

Heimdal Science Fiction; 

    Dear AmazonSmile customer, 

    In 2013, we launched AmazonSmile to make it easier for customers to support their favorite charities. However, after 

almost a decade, the program has not grown to create the impact that we had originally hoped. With so many eligible 

organizations—more than 1 million globally—our ability to have an impact was often spread too thin. 

    We are writing to let you know that we plan to wind down AmazonSmile by February 20, 2023. We will continue to 

pursue and invest in other areas where we’ve seen we can make meaningful change—from building affordable housing to 

providing access to computer science education for students in underserved communities to using our logistics 

infrastructure and technology to assist broad communities impacted by natural disasters. 

    To help charities that have been a part of the AmazonSmile program with this transition, we will be providing them 

with a one-time donation equivalent to three months of what they earned in 2022 through the program, and they will also 

be able to accrue additional donations until the program officially closes in February. Once AmazonSmile closes, charities 

will still be able to seek support from Amazon customers by creating their own wish lists. 

    Thank you for being an Amazon customer. 

 

ADVERTISING COMMITTEE ADDS MEMBERS, HAS FIRST MEETING 

    The Heimdal Advertising Committee is getting off 

the ground and just had our first impromptu meeting 

following the January Heimdal meeting. We added 3 

new members at the Heimdal meeting and all but one 

of us were there. The brief meeting really was VERY 

positive with some excellent ideas kicked around. I 

think it’s going to be a very productive committee.  

    Co-chaired by Linda and Bud, Glenda is on board as 

our Senior Consultant and Robert has signed on as a 

member. At the meeting Tammy, Carl and Cindy 

volunteered, which gave us our desired number of  7 

members … the more diverse our members, the more 

creative we are likely to be and the more successful our 

advertising will become.  

    We need to reach as many people as possible, 

especially those science fiction fans that will be 

interested in our unique Science Fiction Auction. Since 

we have rare and collectible items, we can’t afford to 

take a loss by letting them go at the auction for much 

less than they are worth.  



 
THE QUESTION OF THE MONTH 

Question of the Month: Do you have a favorite Valentine's Day memory ... maybe 

something as far back as elementary school or in your adult life recently?  

    Darrell: "It's 14 Feb 1985 and I'm getting married tomorrow. We decided to make it the 

15th partially to not share it with a billion other people but still get the Valentine's Day 

packages for our anniversaries ha ha. What an adventure it continues to be". 

    Beth: Bruce, my neighbor and my first boyfriend, on bended knee, asked me to marry 

him. We were 6. By ten during an exchange of valentines I printed in his, “I still love 

you,” but didn’t sign it. As he opened it, he showed it to the other boys, and as 10-year-old 

boys can be…they all had a good long laugh. I felt silently humiliated. At our 50th year 

reunion I told him it was me. He didn’t remember the incident and we never married, but 

you guessed that.  

    Linda: Our wedding was Feb. 14, 1997. Willy chose the date. He said if he forgot the 

anniversary at least he wouldn’t forget Valentine’s Day and I’d still get a gift and THAT 

would keep him out of the doghouse. 

    Zak and Jody:  Our favorite Valentine’s Day memory was making a two hour 70th birthday video extravaganza (as my 

mom/grandmother called it) for our Aunt Thelma.  Jody loved the whole family working together. Zak's favorite part was 

his grandfather and uncle rigging him up to be an 8-year-old cupid flying through the air. And our aunt loved the show! 

  

COUNSELOR’S CORNER 

 

THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT YOUR FUTURE IS  

TO CREATE IT ~ Abraham Lincoln 

By Beth Hopkins, Ship’s Counselor 

    Through the years, we have all heard of or been taught stories of historical figures and 

highlights from their lives. In my experience, as a reader of non-fiction, I am always happy 

when I find tidbits of wisdom from those people who have come before us. That is why I 

usually start my column with a quote. This month, I have relied on a quote from our 16th 

president – Abraham Lincoln. And although we will never know the context of this 

particular comment from Lincoln or to whom he may have been speaking; it is fair to say 

that this bit of wisdom is as true today as it was in the mid-1850s. 

    What can we learn from this message? First let’s assume that this is indeed a truth and 

that today we can recognize the opportunity to create (at least to some extent) our personal 

futures. This is good news because it means that we have some say-so about our lives 

going forward. And by the way, it seems as if it is never too late to become more active co-

creators of our lives. We are reminded that our actions and words are very powerful. This includes big and small actions, 

such as our daily habits (i.e.: brushing our teeth, taking our vitamins) or bigger actions, such 

as meeting the day with gratitude and positive expectations as well as greeting all others 

with care and concern.  

    So, our actions and thoughts matter – very much – they build our future and impact those 

around us. And we don’t have to be perfect. Every day is a new beginning and a new 

opportunity for us to create a more positive world by “showing up” and sharing the best of 

ourselves with our loved ones and our world. When we do this good things happen… and 

our future becomes easier to predict.  

RILEY’S REPLICAS 

THE COFFEE TABLE AND STAR WARS! 

By Richard Riley 



 

     Hello everyone! I hope that everyone 's New Year is going well! Where did January go?! Time is flying by! Before 

you know it, I will be making Halloween decorations!  

    For this month’s newsletter I wanted to share a project that I did back in 2016.  From time to time, I work with a studio 

that is located in New York. The owner of that studio, Tom Spina, has been a friend of mine for well over 20 years. We 

both got into making prop replicas based off of movies and TV shows and that is how we met one another. At the time 

Tom would make mainly masks and busts and I would handle larger scale pieces made from foam. He would have clients 

come to him that would need large pieces made and would send those projects my way.  

    Tom reached out to me that he had a client that needed a coffee table but not just any old coffee table … but a Star 

Wars themed coffee table! We had a brainstorming session and I hit upon the idea of the chase scene from The Empire 

Strikes Back, which had the Millennium Falcon evading the Evil Empire through an asteroid field. The asteroids would be 

holding the glass table top up as the Falcon zipped by, an enemy TIE fighter in hot pursuit! 

    So, the first thing that needed to be done was to find a model of the Millennium Falcon and then the bad guys’ ship. 

Those were fairly easy to come by so we were set for that end of the project. Next would be a piece of wood for the base 

and then onto the heart of the project, large metal pipes that would be hidden with having the "asteroids" built around 

them to hold the glass table top. I used foam to go around the metal pipes and a 2-part putty epoxy to make the texture and 

details for the cratered surface of the large asteroid base. I wanted the illusion of the ships suspended in space while 

navigating the asteroid field. All that was left was to lay a piece of glass on top and now you have not only a diorama of 

the infamous chase scene from the movie, The Empire Strikes Back but also a place to put your drink and remote!   

    This project was an immediate hit! It went viral on all of the social media outlets at the time and also launched a new 

business for Tom Spina, Regal Robot, which offers licensed Star Wars furniture and merchandise!  

    This was such a fun project to work on and I have always loved the merging of props with something that is also useful, 

in this case a coffee table!  

FROM OUR DEPARTMENTS 

 

 



 
                                                              <<SECURITY>>> 

 

                                            SECURITY REPORT, February 2023 

                                               By RAdm. Carl Davis, Security Chief 

      Security is going smoothly aboard the Heimdal. We were all amazed at the efforts of 

the Engineering Staff in producing their “life in a day of an engineer” as presented at the 

meeting. They certainly showed a great deal of technical expertise in their presentation. Perhaps in the 

future we can see the other Heimdal departments do similar projects. Of course, there are areas of 

Security that would have to be left out since they carry such high levels of security clearance but 

perhaps, we can tell enough to be of interest. Not everything that we do is classified top secret after all. 

    For instance, the Phaser Sim practice for February 26 is available for all security levels and we could 

even allow a couple of mercenaries to take part to make things interesting. 2:00pm will be the starting time and we hope 

to follow through unless the weather is extremely uncomfortable. A snow date of March 5 will be in place should we need 

to postpone. Hoping to see a good representation of the crew out that day to take part. I have added a copy of the alert in 

this report in case you missed the previous alert. 

    Several members have earned new certificates and these will be handed out at our next meeting. Congrats! 

                                                    Security Alert!!! 

      The next simulated phaser practice of 2023 will take place February 26 at 2:00pm. 

This is Sunday after church so those who are tied up on Saturday can make it. Any 

crew members wishing to be certified to be issued a phaser for away team use should 

plan to attend such a practice in the near future. Several members are cleared for use 

but many could use a refresher. Certificates are awarded those who show a proficiency 

in simulated battle and points towards rank increase are issued as well. And besides all 

that....it's just plain fun! 

    Special rates still apply to Heimdal members for equipment use with the Security 

Department absorbing any overage. $7.50 for use of the simulated phaser (paintball marker) with mask and 100 

rounds of ammo. Additional rounds are $2.00 per hundred. There is no place on the planet that has such a generous 

offer. (That's under my cost for paintballs) 

     Plan to join us for this event. We'll be gathering at the usual facility, Mountaintop Christian Adventures. (Bonnie 

and Carl's) The only such facility in Central Virginia that operates under  the United Federation of Planets Banner.      

Hope to see many of you then. Drop me a line if coming so I can have equipment prepped. Snow date will be March 5 

 

NOT JUST ANOTHER PHASER SIM 

By Adm. Willy Smith 

   On January 7th we got together for the first 2023 Phaser Simulation and man, what a beautiful day!  As usual we got our 

gear together and we went over safety and Carl covered the basic rules as usual.   

    Almost from the start both Carl and I started having problems with paint breaking in our guns and when you’re just 

itching to lay paint on the other team, it can get frustrating.  

Lucky for me I found my barrel cleaner I thought was lost 

– Carl always carries one and it appeared that Bonnie and 

Joe weren’t suffering “barrel muck” as we were.  

    In between the problems there was a lot of orange paint 

that we managed to paint the trees and barriers and yes… 

we managed to shoot each other as well.  One of Carl’s 

rounds painted my mask lens and after that when he 

wasn’t shooting at me, I thought he might be playing tricks 

on me … “come out Willy and I’ll paint you again” … 

but his on and off attacks made me think he might be 

having problems like I was.  Bonnie took him out while he 

was cleaning out his barrel, so maybe I’ll have the same 

luck.  Joe was shooting me every chance he had, so I had 

to watch out for him.  

    I thought it was a bad sign when Joe had been taken out, 

Carl went and stripped him of his gun and took out Sciences by himself!  Sciences became careful, Bonnie was invisible 



 
and this time I wasn’t crunching thru the woods like Bigfoot as the sun was going down.  A firefight started but Carl was 

dug in like an Alabama tick so I headed that way … woops … forgot about Joe, he almost got me.  Then I heard Joe’s gun 

make the telltale sound of no air … we’ll get him if we take out Carl.  After hundreds of paintballs, one made its way to 

Carl and it was time to dispose of Joe, but he had arms held high and today Sciences won by 1 game.  

   I’m sure you’ve heard about this Phaser Sim and it’s really more than seeing who can shoost the most or walk away a 

different color.  This is a beautiful place that has been created for FUN! If you wear baggy clothing, you’ll hardly ever 

feel a sting and I use muscles I didn’t know existed sometimes.  If you’re crafty AND fast, you might have all of us beat.  

   Consider joining us and run thru the woods (or lope like I do) because life is meant for excitement.  Carl has everything 

here …. except you. 

                                                                 <<<SCIENCE>>> 

                                     FEBRUARY 2023 SCIENCE REPORT 

  By Adm. Willy Smith, Chief Science Officer, Starfleet SFDPP Certified 

COMET COMING CLOSE TO EARTH! 

    There was no Palomar Observatory when the object now known as comet 

C/2022 E3 (ZTF) made its last close approach to Earth 50,000 years ago. 

There were mastodons and woolly mammoths, 

and great swaths of glaciers covering portions of 

North America and northern Europe, as the planet 

went through its last ice age. But there were no trained sky gazers. Now, the ghostly 

green comet, spotted last year by two modern-day astronomers working at Palomar, in 

southern California, is swinging back our way. This week, the comet is heading for a 

close approach to Earth on Feb. 1 and 2, when it will be just 43 million km (27 million 

mi.) from our planet and be visible to the naked eye as a bright green smudge in the 

northern hemisphere’s skies. 

    The researchers credited with 

discovering C/2022 E3 (ZTF) on March 2, 2022 are Bryce Bolin, a 

NASA postdoctoral and Frank Masci, a senior scientist at Caltech, in 

Pasadena, Calif.; the first humans or human-like beings (after the homo 

sapiens and Neanderthals of 50,000 years ago) to have seen the object—

and initially they weren’t looking for comets at all. 

    The ZTF in the comet’s name stands for Zwicky Transit Facility—

essentially a very sophisticated camera and computer attached to one of 

the telescopes at Palomar. The system is programmed to look for exotic 

objects outside the solar system and even the galaxy—like supernovas, 

emerging black holes, and pulsating stars, all of which appear as discrete 

points of light. 

    So don’t watch POST IMPACT 2004 because it’s the same scenario 

except something hits the object and the course is changed.  You’ve probably seen others as well.  We won’t see this 

again! 

                                                                           <<MEDICAL>>> 

 

MEDICAL MINUTE:  FEBRUARY 2023 – THE NASA INFLUENCE 

                    By Commodore Tammy White, CMO  

     I thought it would be interesting to write an article this month on the medical 

advancements that were due, at least partly, from NASA because we will be 

watching Hidden Figures at this month’s meeting. Most of this information came 

from the web site How Things Work and Odyssey. 

    NASA's role in medical breakthroughs is no accident. When Congress 

established NASA in 1958, it required the space agency to share information 

about its discoveries. NASA was also given the go-ahead to patent inventions and help businesses develop commercial 

uses for them. 

https://sites.astro.caltech.edu/palomar/homepage.html


 
    Sometimes NASA didn't invent the breakthrough, but rather the 

technologies that led to the breakthrough or improved on them. For 

instance, NASA didn't invent Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), but 

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory developed digital image processing 

to enhance pictures of the moon. That contributed to MRIs and CT or 

CAT Scans (also known as computerized tomography).  

    Because NASA is constantly pursuing new technology to advance 

human and robotic space exploration, they frequently create new 

technologies that can be licensed by commercial companies to improve 

our lives on Earth. These have led to some of the most crucial, vital, and 

sometimes, life-saving, equipment that we use today. The following is a 

list of some of the many medical advancements made possible by 

NASA.  

    NASA's Innovative Partnerships Program at the Marshall Space 

Flight Center sponsored successful clinical trials on medical uses of a light technology that was originally developed for 

plant experiments on space shuttles. A Wisconsin company and a research center sponsored by NASA at the University of 

Wisconsin at Madison figured out how to use the light technology to reduce the painful side effects of chemotherapy and 

radiation treatment in cancer patients who have bone marrow or stem cell transplants. Over the years, NASA can claim at 

least partial credit for a wide variety of medical innovations, from ear thermometers and automatic insulin pumps to 

implantable heart defibrillators and improvements in digital mammography technology. 

    Not so long ago, hearing aids merely took the sounds from the user’s environment and increased the volume directly 

into the ear. In the 1970s, an electronics instrumentation engineer from NASA developed what we now call the cochlear 

implant, a device that can help people with profound hearing loss experience sound. Unlike the original hearing aid, the 

cochlear implant detects sound, transits them through a speech processor, then produces electrical pulses in the user’s ear 

that our brains can understand. 

    A technology that originally allowed for the flow of fuel into a Saturn V rocket’s engines was developed by a NASA 

contractor during the Apollo era. When this technology remained useful through the Shuttle era, NASA asked the 

corporation to assist in the development of an “implantable artificial sphincter.” Originally intended to control urine flow, 

this proved to be a prime base for the Programmable Implantable Medication System, or PIMS, allowing a small 

computer to determine and deliver “precisely metered medication,” like insulin. This turned into the development of 

MicroMed, the first of the external, programmable insulin pumps we recognize today. 

    When the Hubble Space Telescope was being designed, scientists noticed that the existing charge-coupled device 

technology – a chip that transforms light into imagery – wasn’t meeting requirements. NASA paired with a contractor to 

develop better CCDs, who then began to apply the “NASA-driven enhancements” to digital mammography, allowing for 

clearer and more efficient imagery in breast exams. 

    In 2002, NASA and MicroMed developed a heart pump for patients in need of transplants. The pump is one-tenth of the 

size of its competitors, and at 8 hours of battery life, allows patients to continue enjoying most of their normal routine. 

The pump keeps blood flowing continuously throughout the body, 

taking strain off the heart until a donation becomes available, and, 

in some cases, has cancelled the need for a transplant. 

    With the first unit originating from NASA in the 1970s, the 

cardiac pacemaker is another invention that can be attributed to 

space technologies. Since its initial development, NASA has 

continued to contribute to the improvement of the pacemaker, the 

device now having longer battery life from technology originally 

developed for use within spacecraft electrical systems. 

    NASA Goddard Space Flight Center initiated a NASA Equine Support Technology (NEST) program, developing a 

device to help horses support their weight without restricting movement, potentially “revolutionizing treatment for horses 

with leg injuries.” The initial technology for humans has helped people during rehabilitation of spinal cord and brain 

injuries. 

    Hypohidrotic ectodermal dysplasia is a disease in which a person is born without sweat glands. This can hinder many 

people, especially children, from enjoying or simply participating in daily activities or sports because of overheating. A 

critical part of spacesuits is a lower layer where chilled liquid runs through tubes over the body, keeping the astronaut 

cool. These suits have been modified and are now available to children with the disease, greatly enhancing quality of life. 



 

<<<ENGINEERING>>>> 
 

ENGINEERING: MONTHLY UPDATE, FEBRUARY 

Capt. Darrell Millner, Chief Engineering Officer, 

 R1 Chief Engineer, Starfleet SFDPP Certified 

Monthly Ops Report - Engineering SD: 202302.00 

Capt. Darrell Millner, Chief Engineering Officer, R1 Chief Engineer 

     "We'll be counting stars, yeah we will be counting stars" #onerepublic - What Darrell? - It's 

the song running through my head as I stand 

outside looking up at the silhouette of the 

Rocky Mountains outside of Colorado 

Springs, CO on this crystal-clear night with 

the stars shining so brightly. The 

temperature when I woke this morning was 1 degree with night time 

lows of -12. Yes, NOW I remember why we moved south many years 

ago.  

    Good news - this medical shore leave will hopefully be over soon and we will be 

headed back to Georgia next week.  So glad to be here, love the support we are doing, the 

lovely mountains, and nature. 

     Travel also proves that the flexible ‘do not break’ (they can feel that way, but don't). 

10 days ago, we were headed down historic Route 66 in Oklahoma and found a vacant lot 

to park in and from there hosted the Heimdal's January Meeting and ZOOM (Thanks, 

Tim, for your help). Challenges yes, but we pulled it off. Linda orchestrated, as always, 

an informative, passionate and detailed "short meeting" 

loaded with exciting upcoming highlights.  Then she passed 

the baton to me.  

    After a few technical adjustments (thanks Bud) The 

Engineering Team presented, in a new format, a video 

presentation titled "A Day in The Life of a Heimdal 

Engineer." I am not going to take away from the other 

articles regarding it here in the Rainbow Connection, just 

allow me to say 'I am so very proud of this team, the skill, 

energy and creativity is nothing short of inspiring.'  “Bud, Jody, Kathy, Zak - it's my honor 

to serve with you.” 

   The March report will include more details and updates, please note that due to my current 

travel 'The Engineering Link' will be delayed, but IT IS coming. Wishing you all the very best,  

    Darrell and Barbara signing out. 

                                       

<<<<<COMMUNICATIONS>>>>> 

 

COMMUNICATIONS REPORT 

By Vice Admiral Glenda Blanks, Communications Chief 

    Hello everyone! 

    I hope y'all are coming to this month's meeting. It's so much better to communicate 

in person. And this month is one of our FUN meetings. We're watching the movie Hidden 

Figures, the real story about a group of ladies at NASA. One of these ladies plotted John Glenn's 

flight using only pen and paper.  

    I'm looking forward to this meeting. It's the first one I've been to in a while, since I work on 

Saturday nights. We will also be eating homemade chili, and my mouth LOVES communicating 

with a bowl of chili. So, see you on the 18th! Glenda (Mexican weather report: Chili today, Hot tamale. :) 

 

CADET NEWS 

 

HEIMDAL’S CADET CORPS: 



 
Heimdal’s Cadet Corps: Left to right – Allen Hatter, Darrell Spencer and Jonah Ryan 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 GEOCACHING WITH CADET, ALLEN HATTER 

By Jonathan Hatter 

    This month Troop 29 began its Merit Badge college and Allen 

chose Geocaching for his first class. This is essentially a high-tech 

treasure hunt using GPS coordinates.  A person can register at  

https://www.geocaching.com/play/search for an account and then 

locate geocaches around them. The site will list coordinates but upon 

arrival you will still need to physically search for it. The site will 

rank how difficult it is to find and may provide some clues.  

    There are some very clever ways to hide caches in lampposts, 

stumps and even guardrails. There are numerous ways to disguise the 

containers. When you find the cache, it will have an official 

geocaching sticker attached. Inside is usually a notebook to record 

your Geocaching Tag and date of the find, and there may be tradable 

items or a tracker that cachers are trying to get from one point to another.  

    While on a recent business trip our Scoutmaster took a travel bug from Virginia to France and planted it in a cache 

there. This is a fun game to play so get registered and start hunting! 

 

HEIMDAL’S PET FLEET 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WINTER HAZARDS AND PET SAFETY 

By Robin Hudson 

    I wanted to write an article about winter safety for our pets. Many of us have pets and I thought it would be useful. This 

information is from the Red Cross.  

https://www.geocaching.com/play/search


 
    If possible, your pets should be brought in during extreme cold 

weather. Move other animals or livestock to sheltered areas and 

make sure they have access to non-frozen drinking water and make 

sure their access to food and water isn't blocked by snow drifts, ice 

or other obstacles.  

    If pets can't come indoors, make sure they are protected by a dry, 

draft-free enclosure large enough to allow them to sit  and lie down, 

but small enough to hold the animal's body heat. Raise the floor a 

few inches off the ground and cover it with cedar shavings or straw. 

Turn the enclosure away from the wind and cover the doorway with 

waterproof burlap or heavy plastic. 

    Salt and other chemicals used to melt the snow away irritates the 

pets paws. Wipe the pets paws with a damp towel before your pet licks them and irritates their mouth. 

    Antifreeze is a deadly poison and can make your pets sick or even kill them. Be sure to wipe up all spills and store 

antifreeze out of reach of pets and children. It is best to use non-poisonous antifreeze.  

    Cats especially like to crawl inside a car's engine to get out of the cold and get warm. It is recommended that you honk 

you horn or pop the hood and look for them before starting your car.  

 

REGION ONE STUFF 

 

HEIMDAL REGIONAL AWARD NOMINATIONS SUBMITTED 

    All chapters have been working very hard to submit members and their chapter for Annual Region 

One Awards. Linda, with help from Willy, Carl and Darrell spent quite a lot of time submitting the 

Heimdal and our members for awards as well as our newsletter to the R/1 Publication Contest. 

Included in the nominations was the Heimdal for Chapter of the Year.  

    Regional Award winners are announced at the R/1 Summit but since there was no bid made for a 

Summit sponsor and location, the 2023 Summit will be a virtual event, date to be determined. Watch 

this space for updates. 

STARFLEET STUFF 

 

STARFLEET’S PET FLEET 

NEW WAY TO SIGN UP FOR PETFLEET 

MEMBERSHIP 

By Emily George 

    K-9 Security Officer, Emily George from 

the USS Commonwealth here.  

    I have paw-some news from Petfleet! We 

now have an online application form for 

Petfleet! No more filling out PDF files and 

sending them in. Our human owners can 

register us with Petfleet online. They can even 

include our photo and story when they sign us 

up for STARFLEET's Petfleet! Don't it just 

get yo tail a wag'n? It does for me! 

    Oh, and for those of us who are already members of Petfleet, we do not have to reapply to Petfleet! Our information has 

already been uploaded to the new form for us. See form info above - 

Here's where you go: https://forms.gle/aV7zA6r5tnHUtpbx5  

#STARFLEET #Petfleet #Pets 

 

STARFLEET’S WINTER WONDERLAND CHALLENGE 

    Welcome to February and Week 1 of the February edition of the Winter Wonderland Challenge! If you have not yet 

joined in, now is the perfect time to start! 

    Your step reports for January Week 4 were due no later than February 2. Please be sure to submit only step totals, not 

screenshots of step apps. Thank you! 

https://forms.gle/aV7zA6r5tnHUtpbx5?fbclid=IwAR2Vaejt0s_jVAhIqSCbmgnPYDzLCJQYX3KuuTs3lTBwDxWRLMme3tTBncI
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/starfleet?__eep__=6&__gid__=774110652735019&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUXWYcW8mY_28Zp9dL0KYOyeWi6Viz0lS88oME7NCgVyrVAf3uYfBucqfrRPNZhJB2B2BlsvY9G9kNz5GGWKtb5WRsWpmH0Qz49Mk3Qz5_cvPUyXCpQMZobWt5hzpe8dJOwR3F05GQjtc2FI7vvegVknW7h6vjpvEENYaKYf_2Mut_O5t4x2kjKFgrLLNAruVc&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/petfleet?__eep__=6&__gid__=774110652735019&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUXWYcW8mY_28Zp9dL0KYOyeWi6Viz0lS88oME7NCgVyrVAf3uYfBucqfrRPNZhJB2B2BlsvY9G9kNz5GGWKtb5WRsWpmH0Qz49Mk3Qz5_cvPUyXCpQMZobWt5hzpe8dJOwR3F05GQjtc2FI7vvegVknW7h6vjpvEENYaKYf_2Mut_O5t4x2kjKFgrLLNAruVc&__tn__=*NK-R
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/pets?__eep__=6&__gid__=774110652735019&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUXWYcW8mY_28Zp9dL0KYOyeWi6Viz0lS88oME7NCgVyrVAf3uYfBucqfrRPNZhJB2B2BlsvY9G9kNz5GGWKtb5WRsWpmH0Qz49Mk3Qz5_cvPUyXCpQMZobWt5hzpe8dJOwR3F05GQjtc2FI7vvegVknW7h6vjpvEENYaKYf_2Mut_O5t4x2kjKFgrLLNAruVc&__tn__=*NK-R


 
    Unlike January and March, where Week 4 extends to include the final days of each month, February wraps up tidily on 

the 28th: 

February Week 1: 2/1 - 2/7; reports due by 2/9 

February Week 2: 2/8 - 2/14; reports due by 2/16 

February Week 3: 2/15 - 2/21; reports due by 2/23 

February Week 4: 2/22 - 2/28; reports due by 3/2 

    Reminders: 

    Your week step totals must be submitted by that week’s 

deadline. Sorry, step reports for previous weeks cannot be 

reported late. It’s not fair to either the CMOs reporting the steps or 

to us, as we have plenty more on our plate with SF Medical, SFA, 

and SFI responsibilities. Please note the deadlines and mark them 

on your Datapadd! 

    Your steps can come from walking, hiking, dancing, jogging, running, skating, snowshoeing, and Nordic skiing... any 

activity where your movement is self-propelled by your feet with no assistance (downhill slopes, scooters, skateboards, 

etc.).  

    Please submit your steps to asg@r1.SFI.org. Thank you!! 

Ana Hotaling. Region 1 ASG, CMO, Space Station Nikola Tesla, Kal Meltos, Region 1 DASG 

 

STARFLEET MEN’S HEALTH CHALLENGE 

From David Yee 

MEN'S HEALTH CHALLENGE – ANNOUNCEMENT:  

    Due to the success of the Women of Starfleet 

Medical Challenge last year, Starfleet’s Medical 

Department of Men’s Health has the honor of kicking 

off the first Medical Challenge of 2023.  

    For 6 weeks starting on Feb 6, we will be exploring 

the Men of Starfleet Medical. Participants will be 

required to complete six moodle courses from the 

Starfleet Academy: Institute of Medical Arts - College 

of Starfleet Medical Personnel. Anyone completing 

these six courses either by the end of the challenge, or 

at any time before, will earn a shiny Men of Starfleet 

Medical Challenge certificate. 

     The challenge will run for the following weeks (courses will be announced weekly to avoid overloading the College): 

WEEK 1 (FEB 6-12): CSMP 101A - DOCTOR PHLOX PT1 WEEK 2 (FEB 13-19): TBA WEEK 3 (FEB 20-26): TBA 

WEEK 4 (FEB 27-MAR 5): TBA WEEK 5 (MAR 6-12): TBA WEEK 6 (MAR 13-19): TBA  

    All participants please send your certificate for each course as proof of completion to: medicalmhlth@sfi.org  

    Which Region will prevail and get the bragging rights? The power is in your hands. Good luck!  

    LT David Yee, Chief of Operations & Men's Health Lead, Starfleet Medical CMO USS Parallax (Region 11) 

 

STAR TREK STUFF 

 

                                  LITTLE KNOWN STAR TREK FACTS  

                  WHO INVENTED STAR TREK’S COMMNUNICATOR? 

    The communicator was designed by Wah Ming Chang, who also designed other Star Trek props such 

as the Phaser and Tricorder, as well as the first Romulan ship. 

 

                                STAR TREK ‘BORG QUEEN’ ACTRESS, 

                                      ANNIE WERSCHING DIES AT 45 

                                                             From Star Trek Editor, Glenda Blanks 

                                                              January 29, 2023 | By: TrekMovie.com 

mailto:medicalmhlth@sfi.org
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wah_Chang
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phaser_(fictional_weapon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tricorder
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Romulan
http://trekmovie.com/


 
    Sunday brings shocking news that Annie Wersching passed away at age 

45. First reported on social media, the news was confirmed by Wersching’s 

family. She played the Borg Queen in the second season of Star Trek: Picard. 

    RIP Wersching. 

    According to reports Wersching died of cancer after learning of her 

diagnosis in 2020. Even after getting the news, the actress continued to work, 

with her recurring role in the second season of Star Trek: Picard as the Borg 

Queen being one of her final parts. 

    In a statement (via Deadline) Wersching’s husband said: “There is a 

cavernous hole in the soul of this family today. But she left us the tools to 

fill it. She found wonder in the simplest moment. She didn’t require music 

to dance. She taught us not to wait for adventure to find you. ‘Go find it. It’s everywhere.’ And find it we shall.” 

    Wersching may best be known for her role as FBI agent Renee Walker in two seasons of 24. She also had regular roles 

on Bosch and Runaways as well as recurring roles in Timeless and The Vampire Diaries. Her final roles were in Picard 

and a recurring role on The Rookie. 

THE ZAK PERSPECTIVE 

 

A STEAM-POWERED UTOPIA 

By Zak Lyon 

(Warning: Mild spoiler for season one of Star Trek: Picard) 

    I get it. Tragedy motivates characters. But at least in the Star Trek Kelvinverse, the tragedy was required to get Sarek to 

admit that he loved Amanda and to get Spock in a vulnerable position so 

Kirk could take the Captain’s seat. (I think the way he did it was rude, even 

though Prime Spock told him to do it.     ) But the rogue synthetic 

being/android attack on Mars that started Star Trek: Picard was one of the 

darkest moments in New Trek. It had me wondering if Star Trek as an 

American show was going to keep referencing these 9/11 / Pearl Harbor 

moments of era-defining misfortune. That’s not utopian.  

    I remember the time soon after that first episode of Picard that was 

already a low point for me. My mom is always checking out the sky at night. 

The first time my mom said, “You can really see Mars tonight” after that 

episode, I couldn’t quite see it. I remembered Picard saying, “It had all 

turned to glass.” The image was so vivid in my mind. The Synths didn’t just 

kill the people on the Utopia Planitia shipyard that day, but they killed the 

hope of Starfleet - for a time. Because of this attack, Starfleet became 

reactionary, banning research, withdrawing aid and leaving the Romulan 

refuges stranded. But it motivated Picard. A little too far for just a character 

defining moment, don’t you think? It didn’t quite feel like Trek. 

    But then came the Streampunks. Remember them? From a previous article I wrote? Of course, you do. They are a 

group of roleplaying performers who perform what they call “hope punk.” They show us the edgy side of optimism and a 

love that truly bears all things for this team of characters no matter what they face.  

    Back a few years, I was hearing a lot about New Trek. Discovery was going to be dark and less optimistic. I didn’t 

know if I was really looking forward to it. And in a round-about way the Streampunks got me back into Star Trek. And 

now I enjoy it all. But I sure wish Star Trek: Picard hadn’t messed with Mars.  

    Well, last night was episode 0 of the Streampunks new game Clear Skies: Perseverance. It takes place decades after the 

Mars attack. The story involves characters working at the Utopia Planitia Shipyards which is back in operation and no 

longer on a war footing. It will put things back in place and be forward looking. The details are not set in stone as this 

episode is character development. Even though they are ironing out a few details, it was still enough to whet your appetite.  

    As in the other Clear Skies campaigns, we have an incredibly diverse and wide-ranging Trek cast. Let’s start with the 

XB XB - A Bajoran who was assimilated by the Borg creating an Ex-Bajoran. Then regained his individuality through 

Borg reclamation, becoming an Ex-Borg.  A civilian, he is a brilliant neurodivergent propulsion scientist who swears by 

the Prophets but also can plug himself into any outlet without an adaptor.  



 
     There is a second civilian in the cast – A Denobulan who designs unique star ship cabins for every passenger need. She 

is giving, but gives from abundance and doesn’t really sacrifice. She will probably get on well with the first Starfleet 

character in the cast - a liberated Ferengi female security officer.  

    We have two Trills, both Starfleet - one working in the Martian salvage yards and the other a bio-engineer. We don’t 

know about their joined-status and how many lifetimes may be brought to bear in the story.  

    A Vulcan Starfleet officer, who in building ships believes it is logical to have every resource available, has become 

mildly obsessed with whispers of a past Federation propulsion system having something to do with mushrooms?  

    Finally, there is a human Starfleet officer who designs the little corners on ships that are a “pleasant surprise.” She calls 

herself a lifestyle engineer. All of this is put together with an amazing passion for Star Trek and the red planet by Aliza 

Pearl using the Modiphius Utopia Planitia source book. I can’t wait to see where she takes this crew.  

    Along with the comics, novels, audiobooks, etc. (you know - the whole Memory Beta stuff), Clear Skies rounds out 

Star Trek for me. Check it out. I know I can now look up at Mars again. 

(You can watch at Twitch.tv/Crypticstudios every Monday at 9pm EST and later on YouTube.) 

 

CONTINUING INTERDEPARTMENTAL ROLE PLAY 

By Bud Walker 

Aboard the ISS Garmr: 

   The wolf stalks. I am in its belly. But I am its eye. I have been stretched so far…so far… to touch that me…that me I 

can see in that other ship. The ship of friends, not foes. What can I see there? I am supposed to expand the hole. Can I 

resist? THE PAIN. Yes…Look for the traitor. Tell what I see? Can I see enough…to dream?  

    Council Enforcement Officer Jodi adjusted her sash and straightened her insignia. This was her first assignment out of 

the eyesight of the Emperor and the Inner Circle. She had earned their trust. It had only taken five years as the civilian 

tactical advisor to the Emperor on Bajoran Issues. And she was always on a short leash. Jodi understood. Bajor was a 

major force in the Alliance; the Empire could not be too careful allowing her, a Bajoran, in. But she now had achieved her 

goal – an assignment to a star ship.  

    She adjusted her calf-length leather duster to display her side arm as she strode down the corridor of the ISS Garmr 

currently in Prime Universe space. The uniform was uncomfortable, too tight in places and too ornamental for her tastes. 

The epaulets with the wolf head attachments were especially unnecessary in her opinion. She preferred an unadorned 

simple uniform. But the Empire was nothing if not ostentatious.  

    She stopped outside the interrogation room and listened.  “It's a shift change. Let's get outta here. This dude's smile is 

creeping me out. I'd rather just vaporize him” Of course, she thought. The Prime Security Officer. He should yield a 

wealth of information, she thought. The Garmr Security Team shot to attention as she entered the chamber.  

     “Do you have everything you need?” She glared at the two officers.  

    They rolled their eyes and spoke in a less than respectful manner. “Yes Ma’am. We have everything in hand. When 

the time comes.” The shorter of the officers, sneered, flexed the prod he held allowing an arc of energy to spark slightly. 

They both laughed.   

    She turned and exited the room. This was not her destination, but she needed to make her presence known. The 

Emperor may trust her, but not these space-hardened veterans. She was assigned to the Garmr as a resource to the 

Command Staff for the purpose of “enhancing intelligence gathering techniques.” In other words: torture.  

    As she moved closer to her destination, Jodi ran through strategy and tactics. She needed to play everything by the 

book. The Terrans will soon understand how good I am at my job. And when I make my move…Her thoughts were 

interrupted by a blood curdling scream. Ah, this must be the place. Officer Jodi took a deep breath and entered the 

chamber. 

    Dr. Lyon savored the release from the pain that had been inflicted on him over the last 72 hours. It seemed like more, 

but he knew exactly how long it had been since he was grabbed from his home on Terra and his trans-dimensional 

research he had been conscripted to conduct. The Emperor’s intelligence had indicated the thing to defeat the burgeoning 

Alliance was not of his universe. He had been conflicted ever since he was given the order to pursue a way to gain this 

technology for the Empire. He had spent some time on El-Aurian practices when he was alone in his lab. He was thankful. 

That time spent perfecting these unique skills may just save his life and allow him to resist.  

    For years, the Empire did not know of his El-Aurian heritage and thought him of pure Terran blood. Now that 

corruption of his blood may be the means for the Empire to gain even more power. The scientist was now far from his lab, 

floating in a tank of fluid. He was covered with link terminals. Several of them were connected to tubes. At least one, the 

one in his skull, was connected to the console manned by three technicians in clean room suits. He was wearing a tight-



 
fitting latex suit and he chuckled to himself as he noticed that even the torture suit displayed the insignias of the Empire 

and the ISS Garmr.  

    Doctor Lyon heard a new voice. A voice that was unfamiliar. A woman. He could not see her.  Is this the half-breed? 

The weapon the Emperor has commissioned? And then, she said words that made his blood freeze. The voice almost 

snarled, “Leave us.”                                                    To Be Continued … 

 

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE 

                                         From Linda 

    We’re into month #2 of 2023 and the Heimdal is humming with activity. We’re having a 

cool meeting – the return of our Chili Fest’ and Movie Night. Just a little less than 2 months 

from now we will be celebrating our 39th Anniversary with a theme party, costumes, good 

food, entertainment and a wonderful night. And right after that in May we will be having our 

first-ever Public Science Fiction Auction. If you weren’t ready for some action, then you’re 

in for a bunch of Heimdal surprises. 

    While we’re not quite HOME, we’re almost there and headed in that direction after the 

devastation of COVID. This is what we MAKE it and we can get to FULL WARP soon 

because we’re doing this together … having fun and getting it done. 

    A special THANK YOU to all that contributed to this issue of the newsletter and to those 

that keep coming back and making us stronger every meeting.  See you soon   ~  Linda 

     

            THAT’S IT - WE QUIT … 

    We’ll see you at the February meeting. Don’t forget to bring your GasX and Bean-O to the meeting (it’s up to YOU 

to prevent Forest Fires – brought on by Heimdal chili). AND we’ll see you around the galaxy … 

     Linda, Willy, and the newsletter staff of thousands 

 

Disclaimer: No part of this newsletter is intended as an 

infringement on the Star Trek copyright held by 

Paramount, CBS, Disney or any other company or entity. 

This is just us doing good and having fun.  

 
This newsletter is in compliance with Starfleet’s Privacy Policy - 

SFDPP. Email addresses and photos are used with permission.   
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